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KAC-MOODY LIE ALGEBRAS, SPECTRAL SEQUENCES,
AND THE WITT FORMULA

SEOK-JIN RANG

Abstract. In this work, we develop a homological theory for the graded Lie

algebras, which gives new information on the structure of the Lorentzian Kac-

Moody Lie algebras. The technique of the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequences

offers a uniform method of studying the higher level root multiplicities and the

principally specialized affine characters of Lorentzian Kac-Moody Lie algebras.

Introduction

In the past 20 years, the theory of Kac-Moody Lie algebras has developed

rapidly and with great success. Surprising connections to areas such as combi-

natorics, modular forms, and mathematical physics have shown Kac-Moody Lie
algebras to be of uncommon interest. The discovery of the Macdonald identi-

ties gave rise to an intensive study of the class of affine Kac-Moody Lie algebras

and their representations [Mcd]. The structure of such Lie algebras and their

connections with other branches of mathematics and mathematical physics have

been well-established and are being extensively investigated.

The next natural step after the affine case is that of the hyperbolic Kac-Moody

Lie algebras. One of the most ambitious goals of current research activity in
infinite dimensional Lie algebras may be to construct geometric realizations of

the hyperbolic Kac-Moody Lie algebras. Once that is accomplished, we will have

a much deeper understanding of the structure of Kac-Moody Lie algebras and

their connections with number theory. Unfortunately, many basic questions
regarding the hyperbolic case are still unresolved. For example, the behavior of

the root multiplicities is not well-understood. Feingold-Frenkel [F-F] and Kac-

Moody-Wakimoto [K-M-W] made some progress in this area. They computed

the level 2 root multiplicities for the hyperbolic Kac-Moody Lie algebras HA^

and HE% . Other important works on the hyperbolic Kac-Moody Lie algebras

include [Fe2, Fr, LM, and M2]. Recently, V. Kac has informed the author that

he also discovered a level 3 root multiplicity formula for HA^ (unpublished).

In this work, we develop a homological theory for the graded Lie algebras.

Combining with the representation theory of affine Kac-Moody Lie algebras,

we obtain new information on the structure of the Lorentzian Kac-Moody Lie

algebras; i.e., Kac-Moody Lie algebras whose Carian matrix has a Lorentzian
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signature. The technique of the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequences offers a

uniform method of studying the higher level root multiplicities and the princi-
pally specialized affine characters of Lorentzian Kac-Moody Lie algebras.

More precisely, we start with the observation that any symmetrizable Kac-
Moody Lie algebra can be realized as the minimal graded Lie algebra L =

®„eZ Ln with the local part V®Lq® V*, where Lq is a "smaller" Kac-Moody

Lie algebra, V is an integrable irreducible highest weight module over L0, and
V* is the contragredient of F in a suitable sense [Kang]. So L = G/I, where

G = ®„eZ G„ is the maximal graded Lie algebra with the local part V@Lq® V*,

and / = ®„6Z In is the maximal graded ideal of G intersecting the local part

trivially. In particular, when Lq is an affine Kac-Moody Lie algebra and V is
the basic representation of L0, we obtain a series of Lorentzian Kac-Moody Lie

algebras (e.g., [F-F, K-M-W, Kang]). The idea is to study the structure of each

homogeneous space L„ as a module over the affine Kac-Moody Lie algebra Lq .

We note that G± = ©n>1 G±n is the free Lie algebra generated by Gx = V*

(respectively, G-X = V). Thus we divide our study into two parts: the study

of the free Lie algebra and the study of the maximal graded ideal.
For the free Lie algebra, by a direct generalization of the proof of the classical

Witt formula given in [Se], we obtain a character formula for the free Lie alge-

bra, which we also call the Witt formula. The main ingredients of the proof are

the Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt theorem and the Möbius inversion. For the maximal

graded ideal, as O. Mathieu pointed out (in private communication), one can
use the exact sequences in [Kac2] to understand the structure of /. The main

result of this work is the following reduction theorem:

Let I be the graded ideal of the free Lie algebra G generated by the subspace

Im of Gm for m > 2. Let iV) = £„>;>m/„. Since !m generates I, IU) is

also a graded ideal of G generated by the subspace Ij. Consider the quotient

Lie algebra L^î = G/T^ . Then we have

Ij+x^(V®Ij)/H3(L^)J+x.

Thus we reduce the problem to computing Hi(L^). When j is the first non-

trivial index, we can compute the homology modules using the Kostant formula

[Ko, G-L, Liu]. For the higher levels, we invoke the technique of Hochschild-

Serre spectral sequences and the five term exact sequences. Combining with the

representation theory of affine Kac-Moody Lie algebras, we determine some of

the boundary homomorphisms, and deduce new structural information on the

maximal graded ideal. Applying this to certain Lorentzian Kac-Moody Lie alge-

bras, we compute the principally specialized affine characters for certain higher

levels. Furthermore, we compute the root multiplicities of the hyperbolic Kac-

Moody Lie algebras HA[1' and HA\ ' up to level 3. All the formulas obtained
here are new. Comparing with Kac's result, we obtain a combinatorial identity.
As far as we know, the formulas for levels higher than 3 are first computed here.

1. Preliminaries

An « x « matrix A = (a¡j) is called a generalized Carian matrix if it satisfies

the following conditions: (i) an = 2 for i = I, ... , n , (ii) a¡j axe nonpositive

integers for i ^ j, (Hi) a¡j = 0 implies a,, = 0. A is called symmetrizable if

DA is symmetric for some diagonal matrix D = diag(#i, ... , q„) with q, > 0,
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q,■ e Q. A realization of an n x n matrix A of rank / is a triple (h, n, Uv),
where h is a (2n - /)-dimensional complex vector space, H = {ax, ... , a„}

and nv = {a]/, ... , ayn} are linearly independent indexed subsets of h* and f),

respectively, satisfying ctj(a)) = a¡j for /, j = 1, ... , n . The Kac-Moody Lie

algebra q(A) associated with a generalized Cartan matrix A is the Lie algebra

generated by the elements e¡■, fi (i = I, ... , n) and f) with the following

defining relations:

[h ,h'] = 0   for h, h' e f),

[í?, , /y] = ôijof   for /,;'= 1,...,«,

(1.1) [A, ej] = atj(h)ej,    [h, fi] = -aj(h)fi      fox j = l,..., n,

(adei)x~ai'(ef) = 0   fox i, j =1, ... ,n with i jí j,

(adfi)l-ai'(fj) = 0   foxi,j=l,...,n with ifj.

The Kac-Moody Lie algebra q(A) has the rooi space decomposition

QiA) =  ©0a,
a€h*

where

0a = {x e s(^)|[/ï , x] = a(h)x for all A e h}.

An element a e fj* is called a rooi if 0« t^ 0. The space ¡ja is called the a-rooi

space and dim g„ is called the multiplicity of a. Denote by n+ (respectively,

n~) the subalgebra of q(A) generated by the elements e¡ (respectively, fi) for

i=l,...,n. Then q(A) has the triangular decomposition q(A) = n~ ©fj©n+ .

A fl(y4)-module V is called a highest weight module with highest weight A e
h* if there exists a nonzero vector v e V such that (i) n+ • v = 0, (ii) h • v =
A(h)v for all h e Í), (iii) U(q(A)).v = V, where C/(g(y4)) denotes the universal

enveloping algebra of q(A) . A highest weight module V with highest weight

A has the weight space decomposition

y=®n,
Aetr

where

Vx = {v e V\h ■ v = X(h)v for all hex)}.

It is easy to see that dim Vx < oo . We define the formal character of V to be

chF= £(dimF,)e(A),

¿€h*

where e(X) are the elements of the group algebra C[h*] with the multiplication

e(X)e(p) = e(X + p)   foxX,pe\f.

For a weight X = A - ]£,■ k¡a¡ of F, we define deg(A) = J], ^i • Then setting

v}=   ©   n
X : deg(A)=;

defines the principal gradation of F :

V = @Vj.
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We define the principally specialized character of V to be

ch? = £(dim W .
/>o

For each A e rj*, there exists a unique irreducible highest weight module V(A)

with highest weight A. If A is dominant integral, V(A) is integrable; i.e., all
the e¡ and fi  (/= 1,...,«) are locally nilpotent on V(A).

An indecomposable generalized Cartan matrix A is said to be of finite type

if all its principal minors are positive, of affine type if all its proper principal

minors are positive and det.4 = 0, and of indefinite type if A is of neither

finite nor affine type. A is of hyperbolic type if it is of indefinite type and all
its proper principal submatrices are of finite or affine type.

Let A = (a¡j)i J=0, i,..., / be a generalized Cartan matrix of affine type and let

A - (àij)ij=-i,oj./ be the generalized Cartan matrix defined by

û-i,-i=2,       0-1,0 = 00,-1 = -1,

(1.2) ä-i,i = äit-i=0,    fox i = I,..., I,

äij = aij,    for/, 7 = 0, 1, ... ,/.

Then A has a Lorentzian signature. The Kac-Moody Lie algebras whose Cartan

matrix has a Lorentzian signature are said to be of Lorentzian type. Note that

the matrix A is of hyperbolic type for small values of n. In this work, we

study the structure of Kac-Moody Lie algebras q(A) of Lorentzian type, where

A has the form (1.2).
Let V = V(Ao) be the basic representation of the affine Kac-Moody Lie

algebra g(A) and let V* be the contragredient of V in the sense that V* is

the space of all linear functionals on V which vanish on all but finitely many
weight spaces of V. Hence V* is the irreducible lowest representation of

q(A) with lowest weight -Ao . Let ( , ) denote the canonical bilinear pairing

between V* and V. For x e q(A) , v e V, v* e V*, we simply write (v*xv)
for

(v* • x, v) = -(x • v*, v) = (v*, X ' v).

Choose a pair of dual bases {x¡\i e J} and {y¡\i e J} of q(A) with respect to
the standard invariant symmetric bilinear form defined on q(A) [Kac2, Chapter
2]. Define a bilinear map <j>: V* x V —> q(A) by

(1.3) 4>(v*,v) = -Y,iv*xiv)yi.
¡eJ

It is clear that the map </> is well-defined. The space V © q(A) © V* has a local
Lie algebra structure with the Lie bracket defined as follows.

(i) The Lie bracket in g(A) is the obvious one.

(ii) The Lie bracket between q(A) and V (respectively, V*) is given by the

g(j4)-module action:

[x,v] = x-v,     [x,v*] = x-v*,        forveF, v* e V*, andxeg(^).

(iii) The bracket between V and V* is given by the map cf>: V* x V —» g(A) :

[v*, v] = <p(v*, v)   for v* e V* and v e V.
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Thus there exist the maximal graded Lie algebra G = 0„eZ Gn and the

minimal graded Lie algebra L = 0„ez Ln with the local part V © q(A) © V*

[Kacl]. Note that Gq = L0 = q(A). For n > 1, the homogeneous subspace
G„ (respectively, G-„) is spanned by all the brackets of n vectors from V*
(respectively, V), and the grading on L is induced by that of G. We define a

graded ideal I as follows. For n > 2, let

I±n = {xeG±n\(adG^x)n-lx = 0},

and define I = 0„6Z In • Set I± = 0n>1 I±n ■ Then the subspaces I and I±

axe all graded ideals of G, and I is the maximal graded ideal of G intersecting

the local part trivially [B-K-M, F-F, Kacl, Kang]. Hence L = G/I. We write
G± = 0„>i G±„ and L± = 0n>1L±„. Then G+ (respectively, G_) is the
free Lie algebra generated by V* (respectively, V).

Using the Gabber-Kac Theorem [G-K], we can prove that L is isomorphic to

the Kac-Moody Lie algebra g(A) [F-F, K-M-W, Kang]. In particular, the ideal
1+ (respectively, /_) is generated by the elements (advQ)2(e¿) (respectively,

(adv0)2(fi)) for /' = 0, 1, ... , /, where vq and Vq are highest and lowest

weight vectors of V and V*, respectively. Thus the ideal 1+ (respectively, /_)

is generated by the space I2 (respectively, 7_2). We denote by a-X, a0, ..., a¡

the simple roots of q(A) . Thus V is the irreducible highest weight module

over g(A) with highest weight -a_i and V* is the irreducible lowest weight

module over q(A) with lowest weight a_x. We will study the structure of the

homogeneous subspaces Ln = Gn/In as modules over the affine Kac-Moody Lie
algebra g(A).

2. The Witt formula

Let G = 0W>1 Gn be the free Lie algebra with a finite set of (free) generators

{xx, ... ,xr} . Then we have the following well-known Witt formula [J2]:

dimGn = -Ydßid)rnld,

d\n

where p denotes the classical Möbius function. A nice proof is given in [Se].

The main ingredients of the proof are the Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt theorem and
Möbius inversion.

More generally, let X = {x¡\i = 1,2, 3, ...} be a totally ordered set (pos-
sibly countably infinite) and let R be an (additive) partially ordered abelian

semigroup with a countable basis such that each element a of R can be ex-

pressed as a sum of elements of R which are less than or equal to a in only

finitely many ways. Let G be the free Lie algebra on the set X. We make G

an Ä-graded Lie algebra as follows. Define deg(x¡) = p¡ for p¡ e R such that
Pi < Pj for i < j, and

deg([[-• • [x„ , xir]■ ■ ■ ]xir]) =ph+... + pir.

Let Gx = {x e G\ deg(x) = X} for X e R. Then G has the decomposition

G = ®xeRG*> and i°x> Gf] C Gx+Ii for X,peR. If C7A ^ 0, we call X a
root of G and Gx the X-root space of G. When all the root spaces are finite

dimensional, we define the formal character of G to be

chG = J2dimGxe(X),
X€R
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where e(X) are the elements of the semigroup algebra C[R] with the multi-

plication e(X)e(p) = e(X + p). Similarly, we can define the roots, root spaces,

and formal character for the universal enveloping algebra U(G) of G. Then by
generalizing the proof of the Witt formula given in [Se], we obtain the following

generalization:

Theorem 2.1. Let S = {x¡\i = 1,2, 3, ...} be the set of distinct degrees of the

elements of X. Then the vector space V spanned by the elements of X has the

following decomposition:  V = 0°^, VXi. For x e R, set

(2.1)        T(x) = {(«) = («i, n2, «3, - - - )|«j eZ>o, £«íT,- = t},

and define

(2-2) *<*>=   £    ((Emlñ1)!II(dim^)w'-
(«)6r(T)      m '''

r/ien

(2.3) dim(?A = X;^(;)jÄ(T),

w«ere t|a if X = kx for some positive integer k, in which case X/x = k and

x/X= l/k.

Proof. Let y\, y2, y-¡, ... be an enumeration of elements of R and let ms =

dim Gys. For each s = 1, 2, 3, ... , let {ey¡t¡s\is = 1, ... , ms} be a basis of

Gys. Then by the Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt theorem the vectors of the form

„«M ...pn,,m,p"2,\ ...-"*."2 ...pn',' ...pn'-mt
Ï\,X y\,mxcy2,X       Ky2,m-i       Kyt,\       Kli,mt

are a basis of U(G). Thus dim U(G)x is the cardinality of the family {«,,;}
such that

(«1,1 + ••• + «!, mi)yi +(«2,i + --- + n2<mi)y2 + ..-=X.

But this is the coefficient of e(X) in the following formal expression:

oo

l\(l+e(ys) + e(2ys) + e(3ys) + ---r.
s=X

Therefore

chU(G) = Y,idimU(G)x)e(X)
X€R
oo

= Y[(l+eiys) + e(2ys) + e(3ys)+ ■■■)"•*
5=1

OO .

= nn-^.^ = II(1-^)rdimG^
=lH-e(ys)Y

On the other hand, let V be the vector space spanned by the set X. Then

U(G) is the tensor algebra T( V) = C © V © ( V ® V) © • • ■ on V. Thus we have

1 1
ch U(G) = 1 + ch V + (ch V)1 + ■ ■ ■ =

1-chK      l-E£i(drniKT/)e(Ti)
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Therefore we obtain

^-■-g^wd-nt'-*»-*«-
Using the formal power series log(l - t) = - Y,m=x tm/m, we get from the

left-hand side

log(l^hT)=-log(1-chF) = £
m

m=X

OO     .      / oo \ m

= Ë^(P«n»^)e(Ti)J

1    v-   Œ»'

:(n¡)

!,=m

((En)-i)i

M=l (»)=(«/)    11V        '

= E   E   KMß^n(^V„retr)
reR(n)eT(T)        llv   ''7

= 5>(tMt).
T6Ä

From the right-hand side, we have

Therefore

log \Jl(l-eW)-^A = £(dimt7A)log (rr^Tj)

= 5>m^)£ ^ = £ (£ r(dimG,)e(fcA)>
AeR fc=l AeR \fc=l /

X : t=U A|t

Hence by Möbius inversion

dimGx = y£p(^yjB(x).   □
t|A

Remark 2.2. We call the function J3(t) the Witt partition function on K. The
formula (2.3) will also be called the Witt formula.

Let V = V(A) be an integrable irreducible highest weight module over a

symmetrizable Kac-Moody Lie algebra g, and let G = 0n>1 Gn be the free Lie

algebra generated by V. Then G is also an integrable module over g, and G

has the root space decomposition induced by the weight space decomposition

of V. Let R = h* with the usual partial ordering [Kac2]. Let S = {x¡\i =
1,2,3,...} be an enumeration of all the weights of V. Then by the Witt
formula,

T|A

for X e h*.

dimC^^Q^T),
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Consider the principal gradation on V = 0m>o Vm . Then each homogeneous

space G„ is also principally graded induced by the principal gradation of V :
Gn = 0OT>o G(n,m) • We give a new gradation to V by setting

(2.4) Vm+i = Vm   form>0.

Thus we have V = 0;>1 V}■. Then this induces a new gradation on Gn :

Gn = ©<?(„,;),

j>n

where G(nj) are given by

(2.5) G{n t n+m) = G{n >m)   for m > 0.

Let R = {(r, s) e Z x Z|r > 1, s > 1} with the lexicographic ordering. Let

S = {(1, j)\j e Z>i} and for a pair of positive integers r, s, let

7\>, j) = {(«) = («,, n2, «3, ...)|«; G Z>o,   £«V = '',   Y^JnJ=S}-

Note that the set T(r, s) corresponds to the set of partitions of s into r parts.

Then by the Witt formula, we obtain

dim C7(„ ; m) = dim G(„, „+m)

(2.6) y /(«,« + m)\      (r,5)    g

¿-      ^V    (r,s)    y («,« + m)   ( '  >'
(r,s)\(n,n+m)      V       V   '    '      '   V    ' '

where 5(r, 5) is defined by

*('•»)= e ((Er,7„).ñ1"nc|im^".

- e i^iïro«-^-
(/i)er(r,i)      11V 7 '

Hence the principally specialized character of G„ is given by

ch?C7„=^(dimG(„>m))im

m>0

(2.8)

^ I       ^ V     ir,s)     J (n,n
m>0 \(r,s)\(n,n+m)      v      v   '    '      '   v

B(r,s)
+ m)'

3. HOCHSCHILD-SERRE SPECTRAL SEQUENCES

Let G be a Lie algebra and V a module over G. We define the space

Cg(G, V) of q-dimensional chains of the Lie algebra G with coefficients in V

to be A«(G) ® V. The differential dq: Cq(G, V) -► Cq-X(G, V) is defined by
the formula

dqigiA-.-Agq®v)

=    £    (-l)s+'~l([gs,gt]>\gx-\---Kgs>\---AgtA-../\gq)®v

(3.1) X<s<t<q

+   £ (-O'tel A---AfeA---Aft)®&-t;,
1<í<?
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where v e V, gx, ... , gq e G. For q < 0, we define Cq(G, V) = 0 and
dq = 0. Then we have dq o dq+x = 0. The homology of the complex (C, d) =
{Cq(G, V), dq} is called the homology of the Lie algebra G with coefficients
in V, and is denoted by Hq(G, V). When V = C, we write Hq(G) for
Hq(G,C).

We shall be interested in the cases where G, V, and Cq(G, V) are com-

pletely reducible modules in category tf over a Kac-Moody Lie algebra &(A),

with dq being g(v4)-module homomorphisms, so that Hq(G, V) are modules

over q(A) .

Let / be an ideal of G and L = G/I. We define a filtration {Kp = KPC}
of the complex (C, d) by

(3.2) KpCp+q = {gxAg2A---A gp+q ® v\g¡ e I for p + 1 < /' < p + q}.

This gives rise to a spectral sequence {Epq, dr: Erp q -> Er +r_x} such that

El,q - hpÍl> Hqi1* v)) [H"s> Mc> Mo-T]. The terms Erpq are determined by

(3.3) E£\ = Ker(^: E^q - ^.^.O/Im^: Erp+r,q_r+x - £;>(?)

with boundary homomorphism dr+x : Erp q -* Er r_x +r. For each p, q , the

modules Erp q become stable for r > max(p, q + 1), and the stable module is

denoted by E^q . The spectral sequence {Ep q,dr} converges to H(G, V) in

the following sense:

(3.4) Hn(G,V)= © E~q.
p+q=n

When we have a convergent spectral sequence {Epq, dr} as above, we have

the following exact sequence [C-E]:

H2 -> £"2,0 ~* -^0,1 -* H\ -* -^1,0 ~* 0-

In the above case, the following sequence is exact:

H2(G, V) - H2(L, Hq(I, V)) -» Hq(L, HX(I, V))

-> /fi(C7, K) - HX(L, H0(I, V)) -+ 0.

This sequence is called the Hochschild-Serre five term exact sequence. To sum-

marize:

Theorem 3.1. Let G be a Lie algebra and V be a module over G. Let I

be an ideal of G and let L = G/I. Then there exists a spectral sequence
{Erpq ,dr:Erpq^ Erp_T q+r_x) converging to H*(G, V) such that

(3.5) Elq = Hp(L,Hq(I,V)).

Moreover, the following sequence is exact:

H2(G, V) -» H2(L, HQ(I, V)) -+ Hq(L, HX(I, V))

['} -^Hx(G,V)^Hx(L,Hq(I,V))^0.

As an application of Theorem 3.1, we have the following lemma.
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Lemma 3.2. Let q(A) be a Kac-Moody Lie algebra and let G = 0n>1 Gn be the

free Lie algebra generated by a g(A)-module Gx = V. Let I = 0„>w In be the

graded ideal of G generated by the ß(A)-submodule Im of Gm for m > 2 and

let L = G/I. Then we have an isomorphism of ß(A)-modules

(3.7) H2(L) a Im .

Proof. Note that L = 0n>1 L„ is also a graded Lie algebra generated by the

subspace Lx = Gx. For the trivial module C, the Hochschild-Serre five term

exact sequence becomes

H2(G) -» H2(L) -» Hq(L, Hx(I)) -» HX(G) -» HX(L) -> 0.

Since

HX(L)^C®L/[L,L] = LX   and   HX(G) = C® G/[G, G] = Gx,

the homomorphism HX(G) —» HX(L) is an isomorphism. Since G is free, by

definition, H2(G) = 0. Therefore we have

H2(L) = HQ(L, Hx (I)) = Hq(L , I/[I, I]) Si (//[/, I])/L • (//[/, /])

= (//[/, T\)m=Im.    □

4. The Kostant formula for Kac-Moody Lie algebras

Let A be an « x « symmetrizable generalized Cartan matrix and let g(A)

be the Kac-Moody Lie algebra with Cartan matrix A. Lst A c h* be the
root system of q(A) and denote by A+ (respectively, A-) the set of positive

(respectively, negative) roots of g(A). Then the triangular decomposition be-

comes q(A) = n~ © f) © n+ , where n* = 0q6A± 0a • Let ri De the reflection

on h* determined by a,- for i = 1,...,«, and let W be the Weyl group of
q(A) generated by the rx, ... , rn . The expression w = r,-, • • • ris e W is called

reduced if s is minimal possible among all representations of w e W as a

product of the r¡. In this case, s is called the length of w and is denoted by
/(to).

Let S = {1, ..., s} be a subset of N = {I, ... , n} . Consider the subalgebra
qs of g(^4) generated by the elements e¡, fi (i = I, ... , s) and f). Denote by

Ag the set of positive roots generated by ai,... ,aS) and let A^ = -AJ . Then

05 has a triangular decomposition qs = n¿" © f) © xx¡ , where nf = 0q€A± 0a ,

and As = AJ U Aj is the root system of qs .  Let A±(S) = A±\A^ and let

"±('S,) = 0a6A±(S)0"-  Then

Q(A) = n-(S)(BQS®n+(S).

Note that n±(S) are 05-modules via adjoint action. Let Ws be the Weyl group

of qs generated by rx, ... , rs, and let

(4.1)        W(S) = {w e W\wA~ n A+ c A+(S)} = {w e W\®w c A+(S)},

where <S>W = {a e A+|u;_1(a) < 0} .

For X e i)*, we denote by V(X) the irreducible highest weight module over

q(A) and V(X) the irreducible highest weight module over qs ■ Then the struc-

ture of the homology modules H*(n~(S), V(X)) is determined by the following

theorem.
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Theorem 4.1 [Liu].

(4.2) Hj(n-(S),V(X))=    ©    V(w(X + p) - p).
wew(S)
l(w)=j

Remark 4.2. This formula was first introduced by Kostant for finite dimensional

complex semisimple Lie algebras [Ko]. In [G-L], Garland and Lepowsky proved

this formula for symmetrizable Kac-Moody Lie algebras under the condition
that S is of finite type. In [Liu], Liu proved this formula for symmetrizable

Kac-Moody Lie algebras without assuming that 5 is of finite type. We will call

the formula (4.2) the Kostant formula.
The following lemma is very useful in the actual computation.

Lemma 4.3. Suppose w = w'r¡ and /(to) = /(to') + 1. Then w e W(S) if and

only if w' e W(S) and w'(aj) e A+(S).

Proof. By definition, w e W(S) if and only if <$w = {a e A+|ro_1(a) < 0} C
A+(S). But <S>W = ÍV U {w'(ctj)} . Thus <P„, C A+(S) if and only if <t>w. C
A+(S) and w'(af) e A+(S), which is equivalent to saying that w' e W(S) and

w'(aj) e A+(S).   a

Now let A = (flijO/jaO,!,...,/ be a generalized Cartan matrix of affine type

and let A = (0,7), j=_i,o,i,...,/ be a generalized Cartan matrix of Lorentzian

type as defined in §1. We have seen that the Kac-Moody Lie algebra q(A) can

be realized as the minimal graded Lie algebra L = 0„6Z Ln with the local part

V + q(A) + V*, where V = V(-a-X) is the basic representation of the affine

Kac-Moody Lie algebra 0(^4). Let L± = 0n>1 L±n . Then L± coincides with

n±(5') for the set S = {0, 1,...,/}. Thus the Kostant formula enables us to
compute the homology modules of the Lie algebra L± with coefficients in the
trivial module C :

(4.3) #,(£-)=    ©    V(wp-p).
wefV(S)
l(w)=j

Example 4.4. Let

/   2    -1       0
A = (aij)ij=-i,0,1=     -1       2    -2

V   0   -2      2

be a generalized Cartan matrix of hyperbolic type. We realize the corresponding

hyperbolic Kac-Moody Lie algebra HA[1^ as the minimal graded Lie algebra

L = 0„ez Ln with local part V + g(A) + V*, where V = F(-a_i) is the basic

representation of the affine Kac-Moody Lie algebra A^ . Let L± = 0n>1 L±„

and let S = {0, 1} . We will compute some of the homology modules of the Lie

algebra L± with coefficients in the trivial module C using the Kostant formula.

For 7 = 1, the only element in W(S) of length 1 is r_i, and r_xp - p =

-q_i . Thus Hi(L-) = V(—a-i). For j = 2, by Lemma 4.3, we have only to
consider the element r_ir0. Since r_i(a0) = a_i + c*o G A+(S), r_ir0 G W(S)

by Lemma 4.3.   We have r_xr0p - p = -2a_i - ao » and hence H2(LJ) =
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F(-2a_i - ao).  For j = 3, by Lemma 4.3, we need to check the elements

r_iror_] and r_ir0ri. Since

r_!r0(Qi) = 2q_i + 2a0-l-ai eA+(S),

we have r_ir0ri e W(S). But r_!r0(Q-i) = a0 £ A+(,S), hence r_ir0r_i £

W(S). By an easy calculation, we get

r-Xr0rip - p = -4a_j - 3a0 - <*i •

Therefore
//3(L-)=F(-4a_1-3a0-ai).

Continuing this process,we obtain

7Y4(L_) ̂  F(-7a_, -6a0-3a,),

H5(L-)^ F(-10a_i - 10a0-5a1)©F(-lla_1 - 10a0-6ai),  etc.

5. Homological study of the graded Lie algebras

Let G = 0„>i G„ be the free Lie algebra generated by the subspace Gx, and

let I = 0„>m Tn be the graded ideal of G generated by the subspace Im for

m > 2. Consider the quotient Lie algebra L = G/I. Then L = 0n>1 L„ is

also a graded Lie algebra generated by the subspace Lx = Gx. Let J = I/[I, I].

Since / is an ideal of G, L acts on J = //[/, /] via adjoint action, and thus
J becomes an L-module generated by the subspace Jm . Note that, as vector

spaces, Jn — In for m < n < 2m .

Suppose that C?i and Im are modules over a Kac-Moody Lie algebra &(A).
Then each homogeneous subspace G„ has a 0(J)-module structure such that

x • [v, w] = [x ' v, to] + [v, x • w] for x e q(A) , v e Gx, we G„-X. Then
0(^)-module structure on the homogeneous spaces /„ is given similarly. We

also have the induced 0(^4)-module structure on the homogeneous subspaces

Ln and Jn .
Now consider the exact sequence of L-modules

(5.1) O^K^ U(L)®Jm^J^0,

where \p is the usual bracket mapping, and K is the kernel of xp . This produces
a long exact sequence

••■ ̂  HX(L, K) -* HX(L, U(L)®Jm) -♦ HX(L, J) -+ H0(L, K)

- Hq(L , U(L) ® /„,) -+ Hq(L , J) -» 0.

Since U(L) <S> Jm is free over L, i.e., over U(L), we have

Hj(L, U(L) ® Jm) = 0   for j > 1

[31, 32]. By definition, H0(L, J) = J/[L, J] = Jm and

H0(L, U(L) ® Jm) S U(L) ® Jm/L(U(L) 0 Jm) = (U(L) ® Jm)m a Jm .

Thus from the long exact sequence we get a 0(^)-module isomorphism

(5.2) HX(L,J)^H0(L,K)^K/L'K.

On the other hand, using the Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt theorem, we can prove the

following lemma (e.g., [Kac2, Exercise 9.13; Kang, Lemma 4.5]).
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Lemma 5.1. There is an exact sequence of L-modules

(5.3) 0->/At/(L)®Gi4t/(L)-^C-»0.

Proof. Consider the homomorphisms

a: J = I/[I, I] -» Uq(G)/IUq(G)   and   ß: U0(G)/IU0(G) - U(L)

induced by the natural injection I -* Uq(G) and by the canonical surjec-

tion G —> L, respectively. Define a homomorphism y: U(L) -> C by y\c =

id and y(U0(L)) = 0.
By the Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt theorem, we have / n IU0(G) = [1,1], and

hence Kera = 0. It is clear that Ima = / + IU0(G)/IUo(G). Since IU(G) c
Uq(G) ,

Kexß = Uo(G) n IU(G)/IUo(G) = IU(G)/IU0(G).

Since U(G) = C + U0(G), IU(G) = 1 + IU0(G). Thus Kex ß = / + IU0(G) =
Ima. Finally, it is obvious that Im/? = Uq(L) = Ker y . Therefore we have an

exact sequence

0^7^ Uq(G)/IUq(G) A U(L) ic^o.

Let «Bo = {«/|i € £1} be a basis of I and let

<B = {m¿|i G Q} u {u'j\j e £2'}

be a basis of G extending *8rj. By the Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt theorem, we have

a basis of U(G) consisting of the elements of the form

(5.4) uhuh..ui,u'jiu'j2...u'jt

with i, < < i, and jx < ■ ■ ■ < jt. Note that U(L) a U(G)/IU(G). We
define a linear map n: U(L) <8>U{G) U0(G) -> Uo(G)/IU0(G) by

n((u + IU(G)) ®v) = uv + IUo(G)

for u e U(G), v e U0(G). Using the PBW basis (5.4), it is easy to show that
n is an isomorphism. Hence we have the following isomorphisms

Uq(G)/IUq(G) = U(L) ®U{G) Uq(G) = U(L) ®U{G) (U(G) ®GX)=- U(L) ® Gx.

Therefore we get the desired exact sequence.   G

Theorem 5.2. There is an isomorphism of g(A)-modules

(5.5) Hj(L,J)^HJ+2(L)   forj>l.

Proof. We split the exact sequence (5.3) into the following exact sequences:

0 -► / A U(L) ® Gx Alm^^O,

and

0 -» Im)3 = Kery ^ U(L) -» Cokery? -^ 0.

Then we get long exact sequences:

••• ^Hj+x(L,J)^HJ+x(L,U(L)®Gx)^Hj+x(L, Imß)

-+ Hj(L, J) -+ Hj(L, U(L) ® Gy) - Hj(L, Im^) - • • ■ ,
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and

■• • -» Hj+2(L, Im/?) - Hj+2(L, U(L)) - Hj+2(L, Coker jff)

- /7,+1(L, Im/?) -» i/,+1(L, £/(!)) -» HJ+X(L, Coker^)

Since £/(L) and U(L) ® C7i are free over t/(L), we have

Hk(L, U(L)) = Hk(L, U(L)®Gx) = 0   foxk>l.

Thus we get

Hj(L, J) = Hj+X(L, Im/?) = Ä)+2(L, Coker 0)   for 7 > 1.

But since y is surjective, Coker /? = U(L)/Kexy = C. Therefore we get the
desired isomorphism.   D

In particular, HX(L, J) = /^(L). Therefore combining with (5.2) yields

(5.6) K/L-K = H3(L).

Note that Hi(L) has a graded module structure over $(A) induced by that of
L.

Theorem 5.3. Let t be the smallest homogeneous degree of H3(L). Then Kj = 0

for j < t and Kt = H3(L)t. In particular, we have

(5.7) Km+X = Hi(L)m+i.

Proof. Note that Km = 0. Thus H3(L)m = (K/L • K)m = 0 and hence t >
m + 1. Now for m < j < t, assume inductively that Km = ■■ ■ = AT;_i = 0.

Then

0 = H3(L)j s (K/L. K)j = Kjl \Y, Lj-i ■ K-\ = K,,
\i=m J

proving the first assertion. Similarly, since Km = ■■■ = Kt_x = 0, we have

Hi(L)t s (K/L ■ K)t s kJ ( £ A-, • KA *áKt.   U
\i=m J

Theorem 5.4. (a) For m < j < min(2w, t), we have

(5.8) Ij s G®-- ■®Gx®Im .

(j—m) times

(b) If t <2m, we have

(5.9) It = Gx®---®Gx®Im/H3(L)t.

(t—m) times

In particular,

(5.10) Im+x^Gx®Im/H3(L)m+x.

Proof, (a) Since Kj = 0 for j < t, we have

Ij =■ Jj =■ (U(L) ® Im)j/Kj = (U(L) ® Im)j =" C/(L),_M ® /„ .

Since m < j < min(2w, t), we have j - m < m . Thus L^ = G^ for 1 < k <

j - m, which implies U(L)j-m = U(G)j-m . Since G is the free Lie algebra
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generated by the subspace Gx, the universal enveloping algebra of G is the

tensor algebra on Gx. Hence we get

U(G)j-m = G

(j—m) times

Therefore

Ij= GX®---®GX ®Im.

(j—m) times

(b) Since t < 2m, we have

/, = Jt = (U(L) ® Im)t/Kt = (U(L)t-m ® Im)/Kt

By Theorem 5.3, Kt = H3(L)t, and the argument of (a) gives

U(L),-m = U(G)t.m = GX®---®GX .

Therefore

(t—m) times

It<= GX®---®GX ®Im/H3(L)t.

(t—m) times

In particular,

(5.11) Im+x^(Gx®Im)/H3(L)m+x.   D

Now we study the homogeneous spaces Ij of / for arbitrary j > m. We

repeat the above process under the following setting. For j > m, let /W =

Yln>j I" ■ Since Im generates the ideal /, we have

7m+1 = (ad(?,)(/„), ... , /„ = (adGx)"-m(Im) = (adC7,)(7„_,).

Thus /Iß is an ideal of G generated by the subspace Ij. Consider the quo-

tient Lie algebra L^ = G/I^. Thus L = L^m) in this notation. Set jW =

/(/)/[/(/') ( /(;)]. Then jV> is an L^-module generated by the subspace jf1.

Note that jtf* = Ig' = I„ for j < n < 2j. Considering the exact sequences

0 _» £</> -» £/(L«) ® /f £ /W - 0,

and
0 _» J(f> A £/(LÜ>) ® (?i A [/(¿W) -^ C -» 0,

the same homological argument shows that the structure of H3(L^) determines

the 0(^)-module structure of the homogeneous spaces 7„ for j + 1 < n <

min(27, t^), where ftfl is the smallest homogeneous degree of H3(L^). In

particular,

(5.12) Ij+x^(Gx®Ij)/H3(L^)j+x.

Therefore we now have an inductive algorithm to determine the 0(^4)-module

structure of the homogeneous subspaces of the graded ideal I by studying the

homology modules Ht,(L{j)) for j > m.
Suppose we have determined the structure of homology modules 77*(L^_1^).

We define the subspace JV^-1) of £#) by ATO'"1) = /Ü-O/Jü). Then A^"1)
is an abelian ideal of L^ and L(7)//V(jl) is isomorphic to L^^. Then from
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Theorem 3.1, there exists a spectral sequence {Ep q, dr: Epq —► Er +r_x}

converging to 77»(L(;)) suchthat

Elq = Hp(LU-l\Hg(NV-»)).

In particular, from (3.4), we have

(5-13) H3(L^) = E?0 © E^x © E?2 © Ej£3.

Thus to study the structure of 7/3(L(j)), we need to determine the boundary

maps dr: Erpq -* Ei_r +r_x. The maps dr are 0(^)-module homomorphisms

since they are induced by the 0(^4)-module homomorphisms dq defined by

(3.1).
Since LÜ X) acts on N^J X] trivially, we have

HP(L<J-V , Hg(NV-1))) S Hp(LV-V) ® Hq(N(J-x)).

Note that Nü~X) = I¡_\ as 0(^)-modules and that TV^'-1) is an abelian Lie

algebra. Thus, as 0(^)-modules, Hq(N^~x^) = A?(77_i). Therefore we have

(5.14) Elq = Hp(L^)®A«(Ij_x).
In the next section, using the homological approach developed here, together
with the representation theory of affine Kac-Moody Lie algebras, we will deter-

mine some of the boundary homomorphisms and deduce some new structural

information on the Kac-Moody Lie algebras of Lorentzian type.

6. The structure of the maximal graded ideal

In this section, we study the structure of the maximal graded ideal I. We

know that the ideal 7_ of C7_ is generated by the homogeneous subspace I-2

and hence we may write 7_ = /_ following the notation introduced in the

previous section. Similarly, for j > 2, we write /_ = LZn>j I-n , L_ = G/I_ ,

and N<P = l^/fj+X).

Lemma 6.1.

(6.1) /_2 = K(-2a_!-a0).

Proof. Since C7_ is free and 7_ is generated by the subspace 7_2, from the
Hochschild-Serre five term exact sequence, we see that 7_2 = H2(L-) (Lemma

3.2). By the Kostant formula (see the computations at the end of §4), we have

H2(L^) =    J2    V(wp-p)9ÉV(r-Xrop-p) = V(-2a_x-ao).    D
wexv(S)
l(w)=2

By the homological theory developed in the previous section, we have in

general that

(6.2) 7_0+1) = V ® I-j/H3(L(l])Hj+x)   for j > 2.

When 7 = 2, L^' coincides with the subalgebra n~(S) for S = {0, 1,...,/} ,

and therefore we can compute H3(L^) using the Kostant formula. For in-

stance, in the case of HA(X], we have H^L^) = F(-4a_i -3a0-ax). Thus

7i3(lL )-3 = 0, and hence we obtain

(6.3) 7_3 = V ® 7_2///3(lL2))-3 = F®/-2.
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So we can easily determine the structure of the subspace I-3 using the Kostant

formula. However, for j > 3, we cannot use the Kostant formula to compute

the homology module H3(L^). We study the higher levels by developing some

techniques from the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequences.

Theorem 6.2. Let g(A) be an affine Kac-Moody Lie algebra, V be its basic

representation, and let G, I, and L be as defined in §1. Then we have the

following information on the g(A)-module structure of the maximal graded ideal

I.

HA[l):        7_3SF®7_2,

7_4 = V ® 7_3/(F(-4a_! - 3a0 - ax) © S2(7_2)),

/_5 = F®7_4/K®A2(/_2);

HAf :        I_3 = V® 7_2 ,

7_4SF®7_3/52(7_2),

I_5^V®I_4/V®A2(I-2);

HA\l),  l>2:        7_3^F®7_2/(F(-3a_i-2ao-ai)

© K(-3a_i -2a0-a/)),

L4^«L3/S2(L2);

HC{21), HDf]:        I-3 = V®I-2/V(-3a-X-2a0-ax),

7_4 = F®/_3/-S2(7_2);

7L4<2),  HD%X,  I > 2 :        I_3^V®I.2,

/-4 = K® 7_3/(F(-4a_, - 3a0 - «0 ©S2(I.2)) ;

HB\X), / > 3, HD^ , / > 4:        7_3 = V ® I_2/V(-3a-X - 2a0 - o2) ;

7(2

I-3 = V® 7_2/F(-3a_i - 2a0 - ai) ;

HE¡1) :        7_3 = V ® 7_2/F(-3a_i - 2a0 - a6).

Proo/. The Kostant formula determines the 0(,4)-module structure of the sub-

space 7_3 for all cases. For higher levels, we consider the following four cases

separately.

Case 1. HA[l).

By (6.2), to determine the structure of 7_4, we need to determine the struc-

ture of 773(L^))_4 . We consider the following short exact sequence

0 _ AK2) _» L(3) ̂  L(2) ̂  q

and the corresponding spectral sequence {£p)9} converging to H*(L_) such

that

7sp2^//p(LL2))®A«(7_2).

HC¡1), HA%]_X,  />3,  7/F4(1),  7/G*1',  HE\x) ,  HE(X),  HE™-
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We will compute £f}(£_ )_4 from this sequence.

Let us start with the sequence

0-££0^,1-0.

Note that

77i(lL3)) = ¿L3)/[lL3) , LL3)] = L-x = V.

Since the spectral sequence converges to 7/»(lL3)) , we have

Hx(L^) = E^q®E^x.

But

£i?o = ¿f.o = Hx(L(-]) = l|2)/[LL2) , LL2)] = L_! = V,

which implies EQXX = E^ x = 0. Hence the homomorphism d2 is surjective.

Since E2 0 = 7_2 and E2^ x = 7_2, </2 must be an isomorphism. Thus £230 =

0, and hence £f^0 = 0.
Now consider the following sequence

0^£32>0^£2 ,^0.

By the Kostant formula, we have

?2     ~ ij/r(2)Eit0 =■ H3(Df>) = F(-4a_, - 3a0 - ax)

and
£-2 , ^//i(LL2))®/-2 = Ki

Since F ® 7_2 is a direct sum of irreducible highest weight modules over a[1^

of level 3, by comparing the levels of both terms, we see that d2 : E2 0 -» E\ x

is trivial. So E\ 0 = E2 0, and £^, = E\ , = E2 , s F ® 7_2 • Since 7Í3) is
generated by 7_3, by Lemma 3.2, and (6.3) give

/72(lL3))^/-3 = F®7_2.

But we have

n2(L^) = E^®E^x®E^2.

It follows that 7?q°2 = Eft 2 = 0. Hence we conclude either £q 2 = 0 or the

homomorphism d3: £| 0 —> £q 2 is surjective.

Assume first that £q 2 = 0 . This implies that d3: £| 0 -» Eft 2 is trivial

and that the homomorphism d2 : E\ x —► £q 2 is surjective in the sequence

0 ~~* £4,0 -> £2,1 ""* £0,2 -> 0-

Thus

E?,o = Ko = Ker(^: £33,o - El2)/lm(dy. 0 - £33>0)

= £3% = £32,o = K(-4a_i - 3a0 - ai).

By comparing levels, we see that d2 : E\ 0 —► E\ x must be trivial. Note that

El,i - a2(7-2) • Therefore E\ 0 = E2 0 and

£2~i = £23,i - Ker(¿2: E2A -+ E2<2)/Im(d2: £2>0 - £22,,)

= Kex(d2:E2yX^El2).
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Since d2: E2 x —► £2 2 is surjective, we have

A2(7_2) Si £22 = E¡x/Kexd2 = 7_2 ® 7_2/ Kexd2.

Therefore Kerúf2 = S2(I-2). Hence £2TO, = 52(/_2).

If £q 2 is nonzero and d3: £3 0 —> £q 2 is surjective, then since £3 0 = £2 0

is irreducible, i/3 : £3 0 —> £q 2 is an isomorphism. Thus £3°0 = £34 0 = 0 and

K(-4a_i - 3a0 - ax) = £33>0 S^ £03,2 = £02,2/Tm(¿2: £22;1 - £02>2)

= A2(I-2)/Im(d2:E22A^E2Qt2).

Since all the modules involved here are completely reducible over Ax   , we have

Im(d2: E\>x - £02,2) = A2(/-2)/^(-4a_i - 3q0 - a,).

We have seen that the homomorphism d2 : E\ 0 -» £2 x is trivial. Thus

£2~, = E¡t, = Kex(d2 : £22,, - £2,2)/ lm(d2 : E2t0 - £22,, )

= Ker(i/2:£22>i^£02,2)-

Since

lmd2 = A2(7_2)/F(-4a_! - 3a0 - ax)

= E\>X¡ Ker d2='I-2® 7_2/ Ker d2,

we have
Ker¿2 = 52(7_2) © K(-4a_i - 3a0 - c*i).

Therefore in either case, we have

£3°?0 ®E2,x = S2(I-i) e K(-4a_i - 3o0 - a,).

Now consider the sequence

0 -"^5,0 -"£3,1 ^ E\,2 ~* 0-

By comparing levels, we see that the homomorphism i/2 : E\ x -+ £2 2 is trivial.
Thus

£32 = £2j2SF®A2(7_2).

Again by comparing the levels of the terms in the sequence

0-£43;0^£3>2-0,

we conclude that d3 = 0. Therefore £^2 = E\2 = Ex>2 = F ® A2(7_2).

Finally, since £q°3 is a submodule of £2 3 = A3(7_2), we see that

773(lL3)) = V(-4a-i - 3a0 - ax) © S2(/-2) © (V ® A2(7_2)) © Af,

where Af is a direct sum of level 6 irreducible representations of a\1^ . There-

fore we have

(6.4) /73(lL3))-4 = V(-Aa-i -3a0-ax)(BS2(I-2),

and

I-4 = V®I_3/H3(L{1])_A

^V® 7_3/(F(-4q_i - 3a0 - ai) © S2(/-2)).
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To determine 7_5, we study the short exact sequence

o^jv13>^lL4,-lL3)-o,

and the corresponding spectral sequence {Ep q} converging to 77* (Lf4') such

that

Elq = Hp(L{?))®A«(U).

We will compute H$(L^)s from this spectral sequence.  It is easy to show

that d2: E\ 0 —> E\ x is an isomorphism and that £f°0 = 0.

Consider the sequence

0-+£?>0^£2,,-0.

We have

£2>0 * K(-4a_i - 3a0 - a,) © S2(7_2) © (V ® A2(/_2)) © M,

and

£2;, =■ Hx (LL3)) ® 7-3 = V ® 7_3.

By elementary linear algebra, we have £2 0 = Ker¿?2 © Lcnd2.   Since d2 is

a homomorphism between a[^-modules, by comparing levels, we see that d2

maps (V ® A2(7_2)) © M to zero. Thus Imd2 is isomorphic to a submodule

of F(-4a_i - 3ao - ai) © S2(I-2). By Lemma 3.2 and (6.5), we have

772(LL4)) = 7_4 = V ® 7_3/(K(-4a_, - 3a0 - a,) © S2(7_2)) •

Since

£~j = £? , = £2 ! / Im d2 = F ® 7_3/ Im d2

is a direct summand of H2(L^}), lmd2 contains a submodule isomorphic to

F(-4a_i - 3ao — otx) © .S2(7_2). Hence we conclude that

Imd2 = K(-4a_i - 3a0 - ai) © S2(I-2).

Therefore
£3>0^(K®A2(7_2))©M

and £f^ = E\ , = 7_4. This implies that £0X>2 = £0,2 = °- Thus the

homomorphism d3 is surjective in the sequence

0_> ^3,0 ~^> EQ,2 -> °-

Since £5* 2 is a submodule of £2 2 = A2(7_3), by comparing levels, we see that

Keri/3 must contain V ® A2(7_2). It follows that

^3°?o = Et,o *iV® A2(7_2)) © M',

where M' is a direct sum of level 6 irreducible highest weight representations

of A(xl). Therefore (£3x>0)-5 -V ® A2(7_2). It is easy to see that

(£2-,)-5 = (£n>2)-5 = (£o°?3)-5=0.

Therefore we have

(6.6) 773(Z¿4))-5 = K®A2(7_2)
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and

(6.7) L5SK® 7_4/773(lL4))-5 = V ® I-4/V ® A2(7_2).

Case 2. HA{22).

For the structure of 7_4 , we study the spectral sequence {Epq} correspond-

ing to the short exact sequence

o^at(2)^lL3)-lL2)-o.

As in the case of 774 [^ , it is easy to deduce that the map d2: E\ 0 —> £q x is

an isomorphism and that ^q = 0.

By comparing the levels of the terms in the sequence

0^£320^£2>1-,0,

we get d2 = 0. So

Eî,o = E2,o= F(-6a_i -5a0-ai),

and

^f?l=^i,l=^l,lS^®/-2 = /-3.

Since H2(L^) = 7_3, we have £0X>2 = £4 2 = 0. Hence the homomorphism

d3: £3 0 —* £q 2 is surjective. But since £q°2 is a submodule of £q 2 —

A2(7_2), we see that d3 is trivial. This implies

£f?o = £3% = £3.0 = r(-6a_, - 5a0 - <*i)

and £05 2 = 0. Thus the homomorphism d2 : E2>x -> E22 is surjective in the

following sequence

0^-^4,0 -^ E2,X ~* E0,2 ~* 0-

Again by comparing levels, we deduce that the homomorphism d2:E\Çs-^E\x

must be trivial. Therefore

£4,0 = £42,o = V(-9a-i - 8a0 - 2a,)

and

£2~, = £23,, = K.ex(d2: £2,, -* £02>2)/Im(</2: £42;0 -» £f§1)

Since

Im</2 S A2(7_2) = Elx/Kexd2 = 7_2 ® 7_2/Kerd2,

we have Kexd2 & 52(7_2). Therefore £2^, = S2(I-2).

Now consider the sequence

0-£2>0-£32il-£2j2-0.

By comparing levels, we see that the homomorphism d2 : E2 x —► E\ 2 is trivial.

Thus £3 2 = E\ 2 = V ® A2(7_2). Again by comparing the levels of the terms

in the sequence

0-£43i0^£1>2-0,
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we conclude d3 = 0. Therefore

£~2 = E\2 = £3i2 ^V® A2(7_2).

Finally, since £^°3 is a submodule of £2 3 = A3(7_2), we see that

773(7,L3)) = F(-6a_, - 5a0 - ax) © 52(7_2) © (V ® A2(7_2)) © M,

where M is a direct sum of level 6 irreducible highest weight representations

of A2 '. Therefore we obtain

(6.8) 773(lL3))-4 = S2(7_2),

and

(6.9) 7_4 « V ® 7_3/773(lL3))-4 = F ® I-3/S2(I.2).

To determine 7_5, we study the spectral sequence {Epq} corresponding to

the short exact sequence

O^A^z^-L^-O.

As in the case of HA j1', we know that

(£3~0)_5^F®A2(7_2)

and that

(£2^1)-5 = (£r?2)-5 = (£o°?3)-5 = 0.

Therefore we have

(6.10) 773(lL4))-5 = I/®A2(7_2)

and

(6.11) 7_5=-F®7_4/773(Z¿4))-5 = V®I-4/V®A2(I-2).

Case 3. HA{,1), / > 2, HC(2] , 77£>43).

We first study the case of 774 j1*. Consider the short exact sequence

0^Ari2)^LL3)-£L2)-0,

and the corresponding spectral sequence  {Ep q}.   As we have seen before,

d2 : E2 0 —► Eq x is an isomorphism and hence £2°0 = 0.

In the sequence

0^£32>0^£2il-0,

we have

£32i0 = 773(LL2)) = K(-3o_i - 2a0 - ai) 0 F(-3a_i - 2a0 - a/),

and E\ x = V ® 7_2 . As we have seen before, we have

lmú?2 = F(-3a_i - 2a0 - c*i) © K(-3a_i - 2a0 - a¡).

Hence £| 0 = 0, which implies £3°0 = 0.

Moreover, since Exocx = E\ x = 7_3, we have £q°2 = £0,2 = 0- Thus the

homomorphism d3 is surjective in the sequence

0-£33j0^£03>2-0.
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Since £| 0 = 0, we also have £^ 2 = 0. That is, the homomorphism d2:E\ x

-* £q 2 is surjective in the sequence

0 -* £4,0 -* E2,x ~* £0,2 -> 0.

Note that

E2Q = F(-4a_! - 3a0 - 2q! - a2) © F(-4a_i - 3a0 - 2ai - a¡_x)

and that

£22> ! = 7_2 ® 7_2 = K(-2a_! - a0) ® F(-2a_, - a0).

In the decomposition of K(-2a_i - ao) ® V(-2a-X - ao), every irreducible

component must have the form V(X - mô), with m > 0 and

-4a_i - 2ao — ô < X < -4a_i — 2ao.

Since ô = ao + ax H-ha/, A must satisfy

—4a_i — 2ao — X < ao + ax + ■ ■ ■ + a¡.

But we have

-4a_i - 2ao — (—4a_i — 3ao — 2ai - a2) = ao + 2ai + a2 jii ô,

and

-4a_i - 2ao - (—4a_i - 3ao - 2ai - a¡_x) = ao + 2ai + a¡_x jt ô.

Thus K(-4a_i - 3ao - 2a, - a2) and F(-4a_i - 3ao - 2ai - a¡_x) do not
occur as irreducible components in the decomposition of

F(-2a_i - ao) ® F(-2a_i - ao).

Therefore the homomorphism d2: E\ 0 -+ £2 x is trivial and we obtain

E2,x = £2,i=7-2® 7_2/Im(rf2: £22,, - £02,2) = S2(I.2).

It is easy to show that (£f^2)_4 = (£^3)_4 = 0. Hence we get

(6.12) 773(lL3))-4 = S2(7_2),

and

(6.13) 7_4 = V ® 7_3/52(7_2).

The proofs for the other cases are similar.

Case 4. HA{21>, HD<£X, / > 2.

By the same argument of Case 1, we have

(6.14) 773(lL3,)_4 = S2(I-2) © F(-4a_, - 3a0 - a,),

and therefore

(6.15) 7_4^F®7_3/(F(-4a_1-3a0-a1)©52(7_2)).    D
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7. The principally specialized affine characters

and the root multiplicities

In this section, we compute the principally specialized affine characters and

the root multiplicities of the Lorentzian Kac-Moody Lie algebras q(A) for cer-

tain higher levels. We define the signum function as follows. If a is an integer,

then

e(a, t) = 1   if a is divisible by t,

= 0   otherwise,

and if a is a root of a Kac-Moody Lie algebra q(A) , then

e(a ,0=1    if a is divisible by a root of level t,
(7.1) «

= 0   otherwise.

Let F(q) = Y^=of(n)q", X(q), Y(q), and Z(q) be the principally special-
ized characters of the integrable irreducible representations of the affine Kac-

Moody Lie algebras 0(4) of level 1, 2, 3, and 4 given in [Kang].
In §2, we have seen that the Witt formula gives the principally specialized

affine characters of the homogeneous subspaces of the maximal graded Lie al-

gebra G:

ch<?G_/=^(dimfJ(/,m))^

èo\(r,smm+l)     ^     ('•')     /<'*.« + /) 7

where the function B(r, s) is defined by the formula (2.7). We introduce the

following functions:

W2(q) = c\ G_2

(7-2) =YJ(m,m + 2)-Um,2)fi(^))q"',
m>0 ^ '

W3(q) = ch? G_3

(7-3) =J](í(31« + 3)-ií(»)3)/(2))í»>
m>0 V J

W4(q) = ch«, C7_4

(7-4) =^(Si^rn + 4)-l-e(m,2)B(2,^ + 2))qm,

W5(q) = chqG-5

(7-5) =E(Ä(5,m + 5)-ie(m,5)/(2))«-.
m>0 ^ '

Theorem 7.1. Lei L = 0„eZ L„ èe the realization of the Lorentzian Kac-Moody

Lie algebra q(A) . Then the principally specialized affine characters of L_„,

« = 1,2,...,5, are given by the following formulas.
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HA\l):        ch, £_,=£(<?),

chq L-2 = W2(q)-X(q),

chq L-3 = W3(q)-F(q)X(q),

ch, L_4 = W4(q) - F(q)2X(q) + Z(q) + \(X(q)2 + X(q2)),

ch, L_5 = W5(q) - F(q)3X(q) + F(q)Z(q) + F(q)X(q)2 .

HAf:        chqL-X=F(q),

chq L_2 = W2(q)-X(q),

chq L_3 = W3(q)-F(q)X(q),

cbq L_4 = WA(q) - F(q)2X(q) + \(X(q)2 + X(q2)),

cbq L_5 = W5(q) - F(qfX(q) + F(q)X(q)2 .

HA™, l>2:

ch,L_i =F(q),

chq L„2 = W2(q)-X(q),

ch, L_3 = W3(q) - F(q)X(q) + 2Y(q),

ch, L_4 = W4(q) - F(q)2X(q) + 2F(q)Y(q) + \(X(q)2 + X(q2)).

HC™, HD™:

chqLx- = F(q),

chq L_2 = W2(q)-X(q),

ch, L_3 = W3(q) - F(q)X(q) + Y(q),

ch, L_4 = W4(q) - F(q)2X(q) + F(q)Y(q) + \(X(q)2 + X(q2)).

HA™, HD™X,  l>2:

ch,L_i =F(q),

chq L_2 = W2(q)-X(q),

chq L_3 = W3(q)-F(q)X(q),

ch, L_4 = W4(q) - F(q)2X(q) + Z(q) + \(X(q)2 + X(q2)).

HA™_X, HB{,1), HC™, l>3, HD™, l>4, 77£4(1), HG™, HE™,

HE™, HE¡1), HE™:        c\L_x=F(q),

chq L_2 = W2(q)-X(q),

ch, L_3 = W3(q) - F(q)X(q) + Y(q).

Proof. The results follow directly from Theorem 6.2 and formula (2.8).   G

Now we compute the root multiplicities.  We first consider the hyperbolic

Kac-Moody Lie algebra HA\ '. Let V be the basic representation of A\ ' and
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let S = {x¡\i = 1, 2, 3,...} be an enumeration of all the weights of V. Define

the function B™(x) by

m   w«- e «^riK'-W-
(/i)er(T)      11V ,-; v    v 7/

where  ( | )  denotes the standard invariant symmetric bilinear form on fj*
[Kac2]. Then by the Witt formula, we have

(7.7) dim(G-)a = ¿2p(^)^B™(x).

Thus for the roots of level 2, the Witt formula gives

(7.8) dim(C7_2)a = B™(a) - ¿e(a, 2)p(l - ±(a|a)).

Since 7_2 = F(-2a_i - a0), by [F-L], we have

(7.9) dim(7_2)Q = £(3-^),

where the coefficients £(«) are given by the equation

V F(n\n" = _1_=      ^ql)
h        n„>,(i -^4w)(i -^"-^(i -í4"-3)  0(9)^(94)"

Therefore we obtain

(7.10) dim(L_2)a = B™(a) - \e(a, 2)p (l - i(a|a)) -E U - ^) .

For the roots of level 3, by the Witt formula, we have

(7.11) dim(C7_3)„ = B™(a) - i«(a, 3)p(l - ^(a\a)).

By Theorem 5.2,

7_3^ F®7_2=' K(-a_0® K(-2a_i - a0).

In [Fei], Feingold showed that 7_3 has a decomposition into a direct sum of

level 3 irreducible representations of the affine Kac-Moody Lie algebra A™ :

I-3 = Y,iamV(-3a-X-ao-mô) + bmV(-3a_x-(m + l)ô)),
m>0

where the coefficients am and bm axe given by

am = 5>(m - 7(207 + 3)) - p(m - (4j + 3)(5j + 3)))
jez

and
bm = 5>(ro - (2072 + 117 + 1)) - Pim - (20j2 + 197 + 4))).

jez

Therefore, by [F-L], we have

N™(a) = dim(7_3)Q

(7-12> -E (<"■»"(< -3«-^) +«bO(«- *•-*$>)).
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where the functions G and 77 are defined recursively as follows. For m > 0,

0 = £(-l)"G(3m - \n(5n + 3)),
nez

0 = ^(-l)nG(3m - 1 - \n(5n + 1)),
n€Z

with the initial conditions C7(0) = 1, G(-3m) = G(-3m + 2) = 0, and for
m > 0,

0 = ^(-l)"77(3m - ¿«(5« + 3)),
n€Z

0 = J](-l)"77(3m + 2- ±«(5« + 1));

dim(L_i)a =p I 1

/16Z

with the initial conditions 77(2) = 1, H(-3m + 3) = H(-3m + 2) = 0. There-
fore we have

(7.13) dim(L_3)Q = B™(a) - \e(a, 3)p(l - j\(a\a)) - N™(a).

We summarize these results in the following theorem.

Theorem 7.2. Let L = 0„€Z L„ be the realization of the hyperbolic Kac-Moody

Lie algebra HA™ . Then we have the following root multiplicity formulas:

(oja)\

2   )'

dim(L_2)Q = B™(a) - ¿e(a, 2)p (i - ±(a|a)) - £ ^3 - ^) ,

dim(L_3)Q = B™(a) - \e(a, 3)p (l - y^H«)) - N™(a).

For the hyperbolic Kac-Moody Lie algebra HA™, let S = {x,■] i = 1, 2, 3, ...}

be an enumeration of all the weights of the basic representation V of A™ . De-

fine the function 77(2)(t) by

Then by the Witt formula, we have

(7.15) dim(G_)a = V/*(-)-£(2)(T).
■*--'    \x/ a
z\a

Thus for the roots of level 2, the Witt formula gives

(7.16) dim(C7_2)a = B™(a) - \e(a, 2)p(\ - \(a\a)).

Since 7_2 = F(-2a_i - ao), by [F-L], we have

(7.17) dim(7_2)a = 7J>(4-(a|a)),

where the function D is defined recursively as follows. For k > 0,

Y,D(4k - «(15« + 4)) = YlDiAk - (3n + l)i5n + 3))>
nez n€Z
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and for m > 1,

^7>(4m - 3 - «(15« + 2)) = £z)(4/w - 3 - (3« + 1)(5« + 1)),
nez nez

with the initial conditions 7>(1) = 1, 7)(-4m+8) = D(-4m+5) = 0. Therefore
we obtain

(7.18) dim(L_2)a = B™(a) - \e(a, 2)p(\ - \(a\a)) - D(4 - (a\a)).

For the roots of level 3, by the Witt formula, we have

(7.19) dim(C7_3)Q - B™(a) - \e(a, 3)«(± - ±(a\a)).

By Theorem 6.2,

7_3 S V ® 7_2 S F(-a_0 ® F(-2a_i - a0)

and 7_3 has a decomposition into a direct sum of level 3 irreducible represen-

tations of the affine Kac-Moody Lie algebra A™ [Fel]:

7_3 = £(awF(-3a_, - a0 - mô) + bmV(-3a.x -(m + 1)0)),

m>0

where the coefficients am and bm axe given by

am + 5>(m - 7(157 - 2))-p(m - (5j + l)(3j + 1))),
yez

and
bm = J2(p(m-j(l5j-7))-p(m-(5j+l)(3j + 2))).

jez

Therefore by [F-L] we have

N™(a) = dim(7_3)a

<7'2o)   = s (•.* a - j* - ̂ )+»»•' (i - 3- - ̂ )) ■

where the functions J and K axe defined recursively as follows. For k > 0,

Y^ 7(3it - 3«(3« + 1)) = Y Ji3k - (3" + !)(3" + 2)).
nez nez

and for m > 0,

J] 7(3«? - 2 - (3«)2) = ]T Ji3m ~2-(3n + l)2),
nez nez

with the initial conditions 7(0) = 1, J(-3m) = J(-3m + 1) = 0. For k > 0,

J] 7s:(3A: - 3«(3n + 1)) = 5]7s:(3Â: - (3« + 1)(3« + 2)),
nez nez

and for m > 1,

5^ Ä"(3w - 2 - (3h)2) = 53 *(3w - 2 - (3« + l)2),
nez nez

with the initial conditions K(l) = 1, K(-3m + 6) = K(-3m + 4) = 0. There-
fore we have

(7.21) dim(L_3)a = £<2>(a) - ±e(a, 3)«(i - ^(a|a)) - N™(a).
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We summarize the above results in the following theorem.

Theorem 7.3. Let L = 0„eZ Ln be the realization of the hyperbolic Kac-Moody

Lie algebra HA™ . Then we have the following root multiplicity formulas:

a-   it    \ (^     ia\a)\
dim(L_x)a=p ( 2 ~    2^j '

dim(L_2)a = B™(a) - x2t(a, 2)p(\ - \(a\a)) - D(4 - (a\a)),

dim(L_3)Q = B™(a) - ±e(a, 3)p(\ - j\(a\a)) - N™(a).

Remark 7.4. Recently, Kac has informed the author that he also discovered

a level 3 root multiplicity formula for the hyperbolic Kac-Moody Lie algebra

HA[^. We introduce his formula in the following. Unfortunately, the proof

has not been available to the author yet.

Define a function co(k) by

(7.22)

Then we have

ca(k)= 1       ifk = 0, 1 (mod 3),

= 0      ifk = -l (mod 3).

(7.23) dhn(L.3)a = v(l-^Y

where the coefficients u(n) axe defined by

&**'^fê   n  o^>-3
n>0 YK*  '  YyH   '   \    YK*  '  j=±3 (mod 24)

2k2+2k

(7.24)

H       il+qJ)Y,uik)«2
j=±9 (mod 24) keZ

+ <73        fi       (l+qj)J2œik^2kl
j=±î (mod 24) fceZ

3Utf3)<^6)£W(/:)*2fc      *(?')

Combining (7.23) with (7.13) yields the following combinatorial identity:

(7.25)       B™(a) - i«(a, 3)p (l - ¿(a|a)) - N™(a) = v (l - ^) .
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